In a previous article 1 the writer proved a theorem concerning congruences in rings. This was employed to obtain various congruences involving the Bernoulli numbers, in particular the relation 
The proof of this depends on the formula
for p>3, and noting that we can write
where q(a) = {a v~l -l)/p f and expanding the right-hand member. By means of this theorem we may set up numerous congruences such as the following, for p>3, n^O (mod p-1): 
in which x, y and 0 are indeter minâtes, and equating the coefficients of each of the terms involving x to zero, and then applying the known relation C n +i,a = C n ,a+C n ,a-i. Let (1),
and y ah is further selected so that it is the least integer satisfying the above congruence which also makes
Then the set (2) may be shown to give the set (1) in some order. For k = 1 this was obtained in a bit different form on page 110 of the article just cited, and proceeding as in that paper we obtain generalizations of most of the results therein. In particular by using the repetitive set 1, 2, • • • , tn -1, modulo m t we find, if i<p -l 9 I).
The set (2) having the multiplicative property of repetitive sets, it is a bit curious then that we may extend some of these ideas to integers in arithmetic progression. Consider the expressions r<m\p prime ;
where y t is selected so that each of these is an integer and also so that each is of the form r (mod m). Suppose that p^s (mod rn). Then if {m y n) = 1 ; n>m\ (nr -r-\-s, m) = l; then the maximum value for y t is mn -n -l <m{n -\.) so that each of these is less than pm\ hence they are the integers mt+r; t = 0,' 1, • • • , p -1, in some order. This property of the set (3) yields a number of results including the relation n l -1 ^ : -(mb + r) { = 22 yt( m t + r y~l (mod p), with the restrictions on m t n and p mentioned above and also i^l (mod p-1).
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